Tennis Match Results
Vanderbilt vs Alabama Men's Tennis
3/31/2023 at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
(Alabama Tennis Stadium)

Vanderbilt 6, #52 Alabama Men's Tennis 1

Singles competition
1. #88 Filip Planinsek (UA) def. Nathan Cox (VANDY-M) 7-6 (7-2), 4-6, 6-3
2. Joubert Klopper (VANDY-M) def. #83 Enzo Aguiard (UA) 6-3, 7-6 (7-5)
3. Michael Ross (VANDY-M) def. Matias Ponce De Leon (UA) 2-6, 6-1, 6-4
4. Siim Troost (VANDY-M) def. German Samofalov (UA) 6-4, 6-2
5. Jeremie Casabon (VANDY-M) def. Roan Jones (UA) 7-6 (7-3), 7-5
6. Macsen Sisam (VANDY-M) def. Yair Sarouk (UA) 6-2, 6-3

Doubles competition
1. #35 Siim Troost/Jeremie Casabon (VANDY-M) def. Filip Planinsek/German Samofalov (UA) 7-5
2. Nathan Cox/Michael Ross (VANDY-M) def. Matias Ponce De Leon/Joao Ferreira (UA) 6-4
3. Enzo Aguiard/Yair Sarouk (UA) vs. Macsen Sisam/Joubert Klopper (VANDY-M) 6-6 (4-2), unfinished

Match Notes:
Vanderbilt 7-12, 2-6
Alabama Men's Tennis 9-12, 1-7 SEC; National ranking #52
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (6,4,2,3,5,1)